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About This Game

Murder Diaries: Ankara

Story:

A serial killer has been captured dead after the gunfight in the woods. The leads Commisioner Tahir gathered from the killer’s
blood-written diary directed him to here, an old mental hospital.

He is unaware of what will happen to him in the darkness of the night as he walks towards his car to head for the hospital. The
commissioner did not see the sudden impact aimed at his head and passes out while his mind was completely occupied with the

details of the investigation.

When the commissioner opens his eyes, he realizes that he is exactly where his investigation has guided him. But there was
something wrong...

Will you be able to save the trapped commissioner from the old mental hospital where all kinds of supernatural beings lurking
around?

It is in your hands to solve the mystery of closed doors in our action-rich thriller-filled FPS game!

Gameplay and Key Features:
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Thriller filled atmosphere

Standard fps mechanics

Kill supernatural beings

Find the keys to find a way out

Action - thriller

Based on a novel

The first game of the trilogy

Developer's Note:

The other stages of our project, which we continue to develop as an indie team, will be with you in the forthcoming years as
books, series, movies, and animation.

Moreover, we are working on VR, iOS, and Android support as well as multiplayer adaptation of games.
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Title: Murder Diaries: Ankara
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
CDIS Lab.
Publisher:
CDIS
Release Date: 26 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX850

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English,Turkish
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You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. So far the best FromSoft game, not much to say about it.

Good story and a lot of deaths.. dont buy scam ur paying to be a beta tester everything u do will crash\/report. Inconvenient
controls, mediocre graphics.
Doesn't worth even to be purchased on sales.. Probably the Best steam locomotive in the TS I played ever. Even considering that
perfect graphics and textures are from 2012, the overall feeling and experience is satisfied much more, than in others I played.
Even taking in account that they represent different steam locomotive classes (passenger) and have different sizes of boiler and
driving wheels, they don't give a feeling that you drive a steam locomotive just because here the most complicated part is
starting, not reaching the line speed. The driving is not that complicated as in Pannier Class, but in the same time provide you a
challenge. It's the second locomotive from Classics (I do not have Pro series, so I can't compare them) I ever played that really
required me to play with the throttle and cutoff positions. Brakes aren't that rigid as in British ones but still need to pay attention
when choosing the train brake pipe pressure (the american diesel locos are much more easier, but have a brake lag as a
downside).
Unfortunately there not that many built-in scenarios available to drive this locomotive, probably only the workshop and
community ones.. Back during the age of DayZ\/Rust clones, many survival games have been tooted onto steam claiming to
bring something new to the table, when in reality most of these survival games hardly had any real gimmick to set them apart.
Sure, one might have dinos instead of zombies, and maybe another game would have "mutants", and maybe the game decides to
take place in a more primitive time period instead of some bizarre modern age setting where you could somehow put together a
brand new M16 out of scrap metal and tape with your bare hands. But in the end, no matter what they did, they all ended up
being the same drab survival game with the same song and dance.

Wrongworld is different.

Wrongworld takes the survival genre in a more, er... Toe Jam and Earl-ish direction, in that instead of trying to be realistic and
serious, it instead creates a wacky, insane world full of strange creatures and insane troll-logic that'll baffle even the most
"totally random XD" of people. Because of this, it takes a tired, overdone genre and gives it a fresh coat of paint that'll
encourage people to really dig in and witness all the insanity it has to offer.

It isn't totally perfect, though. Combat, for instance, is very simple for the most part, where you could easily handle any threat
by simply spamming M1 with a stick (or even your bare fists) while doing the odd combat roll here and there to avoid attacks or
close gaps. On the other hand, though, the fact that combat is so simple (and still satisfying to watch your enemies go flying as
you falcon punch them) means that players are encouraged to rumble their way out of problems instead of fleeing constantly and
feeling completely defenseless early in the game (it is quite possible to go the whole game with your bare hands if you wanted,
really).

The world, full of wonder as it may be, can also be a tad smaller than expected, and while the first playthrough will be the most
adventurous, the second one might not have the same magic because by then, you'll very easily and quickly stumble into all the
odd structures and encounters that you already discovered in your first playthrough, making them seem less special as a result. It
would be nice if there were more strange discoveries that would randomize each new map, to keep players exploring and
continue to surprise them with new, er, surprises.

Speaking of small, the game also could be considered a bit on the short side. My first playthrough took only about 7 hours, or
close to 80 in-game days. This might not sound too shabby, but I was honestly a bit sad that my journey already ended just as I
was really getting into things. It doesn't take long to max out your tech tree, and even moreso completing your primary objective
(building a new ship) won't take too much time once you figured things out. Sure, there is replay value, but I would have liked to
have had a bit more to do before reaching end-game and eventually completing the main quest.

Despite its issues, it is certainly a really nice, casual survival game that mixes up the formula and creates its own flavor rather
than imitating what everyone else is doing, and is worth looking into if you enjoy adventure and wackiness.. Awesome game.
Very nice gameplay/mechanics.
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Its unfortunate that there is not really any players in multiplayer

8/10

EDIT: Day later the game was updated and the devs added a multiplayer session. which makes matchmaking much better. HOT
WHEEEEEEELS
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This game...
Is the best 9p I've ever spent :)
. 2 hours and done. im ok with that but its just not enough facing all the other similar games. i know i will never play it again
because (1) you know exactly how all the City sim games are going to play (2) the nuances of this game is akin to taking a sports
game and forcing you to deeply manage the vendor supply chain - you just dont want to go there when the city build aspects for
me are the draw... no regrets to purchasing but wont ever go back.. We\u2019re at a mountain top. Wind blows up snow in the
air and the the two-cylinder smoke lies as a curtain behind the drivers. All equally tense. Everyone looking in the same direction
with the same goal. Hearts pounding, nervousness and an enormous adrenaline onslaught. The drivers tightening their grips on
the handlebars with their thumb on the gas. That\u2019s how it\u2019s like on the starting line, now let me tell you about the
gameplay.

Ready-Set-Go! Off we go and all the tension is wiped away. I\u2019m off to a perfect start by timing it and my controller starts
to shake as I push the nitro button for extra speed. My snowmobile shakes from the speed boost as I switch to first person view
for better immersion. I\u2019m totally there, taking a crazy route noone\u2019s ever taken, far away from the other racers. I
barely miss two trees and bounce slightly on a wicked bush. I manage to release the gas, and I slide sideways past two
competitors, to line up perfectly in front of the next gate.

Slowly up the hill now, trying to make a stunt with the right stick while driving to reload some nitro, slowly towards the goal on
the top\u2026 curses \u2026 I\u2019m passed, not once but twice, and I\u2019m third in the race. If you\u2019re like me,
that\u2019s not OK, you\u2019ll want to stay for a long time in this world of snow and speed - to be the best!. -I am going to be
plain. This is a book. A book with choices in it that draw you into the story and lore of the world more so than a normal book.

-So yes...I do recomend this. I loved the story because I felt like I was that Dragoon officer. They don't exagerate the whole
"VAST UNSTOPPABLE POWER! OF YOUR IMGANATION" thing.

-This is a great story to get sucked into.

-10\/10! Books are cool again!. The things you can do in this game is just awesome, From building a gaint arty base, to a on the
go flying plane factory that unleashes hell with a click of a button, I RECOMMEND THIS GAME ALL THE WAY! Hooray
for murderous intent.. It's straight up maddening! The Dark Young update is fantastic, tho I already had a lot of fun with the
base game!
It's a must have for Lovecraft fans and especially for those who like dark humor!. Wow. This guy is really annoying!
The game could`ve had a nice relaxing atmosphere, but the guy JUST WON'T SHUTP UP! He won't even stop to breathe. It's
horrible voice acting with horrible tone and pacing.
It's a pain when you've already figured the puzzle but the dialog is still going, because you know that the second that you
advance through the door, or whatever, you won't have a second to relax without his voice.
I honestly don't feel like finishing the game because of his stupid remarks.

The puzzles are very uninspired, really bland. Not fun to figure them out at all. No "a-ha" moment. Just "okay, what's next?
argh, this?!".

The controls are quite bad. I like playing with low sens (one bar ingame, 800dpi mouse), but at some point, there are three giant
platforms that spin like crazy when you are looking at them, specially when you are ON them. I almost threw up my pizza.

The graphics are ok. They seem nice, but I dunno. Something is missing. Like, they don't seem real. Maybe the rest is just so
bad that I'm getting biased.
There are a lot of graphical glitches, though. The lighting is kinda bad also.

Don't buy this at full price. Maybe in a sale to spend an afternoon.
But you've been warned about the stupid god that won't shut up.

EDIT: Finished it. Yes. This game totally sucks.. When Call of Duty was good.. bought to support.. This game seems influenced
by two things. Zelda and Invader Zim. I've read all the main characters lines in the voice of Richard Horvitz (voice actor, did
voice of Zim) thus far and it fits rather well.
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Beyond that the art style is fantastic.

The game itself plays pretty decent. The levels do get reused but similar to how areas are reused in "A link between worlds".
The boss fights, oh the boss fights are amazing.

The game rewards exploration and while the "you should go here" you don't exatcly have too. You can roam around freely.
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